Adlai Backed By Neuberger

The best man for the Democratic party’s nomination for president is Adlai Stevenson, Sen. Richard L. Neuberger said here Wednesday.

Neuberger’s support for the ex-governor of Illinois came in answer to a question during a question and answer period at the all-Portland Ministerial Fellowship breakfast at Central Presbyterian Church.

In answer to the question “Who do you favor for the democratic nomination?” Neuberger replied:

“Adlai Stevenson is the outstanding statesman of either party.”

The senator said he has met all the men who have been mentioned as possible presidential nominees and that “Stevenson is so much higher in quality and intellect that there is no comparison.”

He said he felt Stevenson’s defeats in 1952 and 1956 were “because of a lack of glamour and not a lack of merit.”

Additional details on page 19.